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For creators and musicians.

Today we don’t use audio interfaces only to record music anymore,

but also host podcasts, take zoom calls, participate in live streams, or

produce content for social media. To meet all these new

requirements, CONNECT 6 extends the usability of an audio interface

beyond basic recording functionalities and allows for personalized,

convenient, and frictionless workflows with crystal-clear sound quality.

Finally, no more workarounds!

CONNECT 6 is a Dual USB-C audio interface with game-changing

flexibility for creators and musicians.

Extensive analog and digital connectivity

Crystal clear studio-grade preamps with 72 dB gain and low-

noise performance of -133 dBV EIN

Auto Setup finds your optimal settings automatically

Onboard DSP effects (expander, compressor, 4-band EQ,

maximizer)

DSP-based virtual channels, mixer, loopback

CONTROL CENTER software for Windows and Mac

Full iOS/Android device integration

Studio quality preamps with industry-leading low noise performance.

CONNECT 6 provides crystal-clear sound with any microphone. Both preamps come with an industry leading low noise performance

of -133dBV EIN and 72 dB of gain so you can use any microphone without expensive signal boosters.

Auto Setup

Activate Auto Setup on the input channels and let CONNECT 6 find the optimal settings for your voice or instrument automatically.

Refine your sound with DSP-powered FX and zero-latency monitoring

Enjoy professional sound right from the start by adding DSP-powered effects to your voice, vocals, and instruments without

introducing latency to your monitoring or using precious CPU power from your computer.

Expander

Compressor

4-band EQ

Maximizer

Full mobile phone/tablet integration

CONNECT 6 lets you fully integrate your mobile device (or a 2nd computer) into your audio setup.

Lossless digital audio transfer between computer and mobile device

Charging function via USB port

Apple MFI certified for iPhone/iPad

Android phones/tablets

CONTROL CENTER for custom audio setups and workflows

Creating your custom audio setup and presets is super easy with the included CONTROL CENTER software. Combine the

microphone signal with other audio sources from your computer, mobile device, or other inputs. You can create two completely

independent audio mixes, Mix A and B. For example, Mix A could be used for personal monitoring while Mix B is being sent wherever

you need it, be it your DAW, a streaming software, or a virtual meeting. You can even send your mix to applications on your mobile

device. Both mix outputs feature a one-knob Maximizer to ensure that your mixes always have the optimal loudness level.

3 Virtual stereo channels for custom audio routing

1 Loopback channel to capture audio from any software, browser, game, or Zoom call.

2 Independent master mixes with one-knob Maximizer to ensure optimal loudness

Included software

LEWITT CONTROL CENTER software

Steinberg Cubase LE

Steinberg Cubasis LE

Compatible with Mac, PC, iPhone, iPad, and Android.
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HIGHLIGHTS

WHAT IS CONNECT 6?

CONNECT 6 is a Dual USB-C audio interface with game-

changing flexibility for creators and musicians. It features

extensive analog and digital connectivity, full iOS/Android

device integration, and excellent sounding studio-grade

preamps. The onboard DSP (Digital signal processor) offers

virtual channels, a mixer, loopback, and individual routing

managed via the included Control Center software.

You can set up workflows from basic to complex easily, and

since your audio is processed via the hardware-based DSP,

your setup is highly stable and independent from your

computer’s performance. Everything is conveniently managed

on a single device.

No more workarounds.
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CONNECT 6 IS FOR MORE THAN JUST
RECORDING

Today use audio interfaces more. We make music, create

podcasts, take zoom calls, participate in live streams, or

produce content for social media. This increases the number of

necessary workarounds and additional software needed. Even

an intuitively simple thing, like recording exactly what you hear

on your headphones is not possible without a workaround. With

CONNECT 6 a new era of usability begins.

CONNECT 6 expands the classic audio interface towards

personalized and smooth audio workflows, with crystal-clear

sound quality and high ease of use.

Incredibly noise-free preamps and convenient auto setup.

CONNECT 6 provides crystal-clear sound with any microphone.

Simply plug it into any of the two studio grade preamps via the

XLR/ Jack combo inputs. Both preamps come with an industry

leading low noise performance of -133dBV EIN and 72 dB of

gain (!!!) which is more than enough to use any microphone

without needing expensive signal boosters. Activate Auto Setup

and let CONNECT 6 find the optimal settings for your voice or

instrument automatically.

DSP effects on board

Enjoy professional sound right from the start by adding DSP-

powered effects to your voice. Refine your sound using an

expander, compressor, or 4-band EQ without introducing

latency to your monitoring or using precious CPU power from

your computer.
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YOUR SMARTPHONE OR TABLET CAN BE
PART OF YOUR AUDIO SETUP

CONNECT 6 lets you fully integrate your mobile device (or a 2
nd computer) into your audio setup. Connect your mobile device

via the second USB-C port for lossless digital audio transfer

while conveniently charging it at the same time.

This unique feature allows you to send high-class audio to

mobile applications or record audio from your mobile device

onto your computer. You can also connect a 2nd computer

instead of a mobile device to digitally send and receive audio

between two computers. CONNECT 6 is Apple MFI certified for

iPhone/iPad and works perfectly with Android devices.

Mixing, routing, and loopback made easy.

Creating a custom audio setup and presets is super easy with

the included Control Center software. Combine the microphone

signal with other audio sources from your computer, mobile

device, or other inputs. With three virtual stereo channels, a

loopback channel to capture audio from your browser, game, or

Zoom call. You can create two completely independent audio

mixes, Mix A and B.
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MIXING, ROUTING, AND LOOPBACK MADE
EASY.

Creating a custom audio setup and presets is super easy with

the included Control Center software. Combine the microphone

signal with other audio sources from your computer, mobile

device, or other inputs. With three virtual stereo channels, a

loopback channel to capture audio from your browser, game, or

Zoom call. You can create two completely independent audio

mixes, Mix A and B.

For example, Mix A could be used for personal monitoring while

Mix B is being sent wherever you need it, be it your DAW, a

streaming software, or a virtual meeting. You can even send

your mix to applications on your mobile device. Both mix

outputs feature a one-knob Maximizer to ensure that your mixes

always have the optimal loudness level.

TWO INDEPENDENT HEADPHONE
OUTPUTS - RARE BUT ALWAYS WELCOME

The two independent headphone amps bring out the best in any

headphone. They are powerful enough to drive high impedance

studio headphones. Both can be fed with individual mixes and

support zero-latency monitoring even with the DSP-powered

effects engaged.

Whatever your setup needs to be, with CONNECT 6 the

possibilities are limitless and always easy to manage.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Dual USB-C audio interface for creators and musicians

2 Crystal-clear studio-grade preamps with 72 dB gain and low-noise performance of -133 dBV EIN

Auto Setup dials in optimal settings for your voice or instrument automatically

Powerful hardware-based DSP for routing, mixing, zero-latency FX (Compressor, 4-band EQ, Expander, Maximizer) and monitoring

2 Independent headphone outputs powerful enough to drive any studio headphone (6.35 mm & 3.5 mm)

Full mobile device audio integration with charging via USB-C (Apple MFI certified - Made for iPhone, iPad / Android)

2 Balanced speaker outputs (6.35 mm / 1/4 inch)

1 Stereo speaker out (3.5 mm / 1/8 inch)

1 Stereo aux input for additional audio devices (3.5 mm / 1/8 inch)

3 Virtual stereo channels for custom audio routing

1 Loopback channel to digitally record your computer’s audio

2 Independent master mixes with one-knob Maximizer

ASIO driver included

CONTROL CENTER for Mac and Windows

Licenses for Steinberg’s Cubase LE, Cubasis LE included

1 USB-C to USB-C and 1 USB-C to USB-A cable included

SPECIFICATIONS

DIGITAL

USB-C Computer Port USB Audio Class 2 / 44.1, 48, 96 kHz / 24 bit
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USB-C Mobile Port USB Audio Class 1 / 44.1, 48 kHz / 24 bit

Compatible with Mac, Windows, iOS, Android

ASIO driver - Yes

DSP-powered – Yes

PREAMPS

Connector XLR / 6.3 mm (1/4 inch) jack combo

Phantom power 48 V

Gain range -6 dB – 72 dB

Frequency response 20 Hz – 20 kHz

Equivalent input noise -133 dBV (A-weighted)

Total harmonic distortion + noise 0.002%

LINE OUT L/R

Connector 6.35 mm (1/4 inch) balanced jack, 3.5 mm (1/8 inch) stereo jack

Frequency response 20 Hz - 20 kHz

Max output level 13 dBV

Total harmonic distortion +

noise

0.002%

HEADPHONE 1 & 2

Connector Headphone out 1: 3.5 mm (1/8 inch) stereo jack, Headphone out 2: 6.3 mm (1/4 inch)

stereo jack

Frequency response 20 Hz - 20 kHz

Max output level 6 dBV

Total harmonic distortion +

noise

0.002%

POWER REQUIREMENTS

Bus powered USB C Power + mobile device charging

Bus powered USB A Power + mobile device charging (depending on USB port power) / Connect external power

supply to power input for optimal performance

Recommended external

power supply

USB-C PD 27W or more (not included)

What's in the Box 1 CONNECT 6 audio interface, CONTROL CENTER software, 1 USB-C to USB-B cable, 1

USB-C to USB-A cable, License for Steinberg Cubase LE & Cubasis LE
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